Dates for the Dilatory

There has been lots of good publicity for the holiday support programs but, bottom line, remember the following dates:

- Monday, December 10th
  - Last day for Food Drive
- Wednesday, December 12th
  - Last day for Giving Tree
- Friday, December 14th
  - Last day for Toy Drive

Not for the Faint of Foot

Need to entertain out-of-towners and walk off some holiday calories? Use the SF Walking Tours Website to find printable directions, maps, and descriptions of what to see on walking tours through five of San Francisco's most popular areas. Fisherman's Wharf is the longest walk at approximately 35 blocks. Union Square, North Beach, Chinatown, and Pacific Heights are all about 20 blocks.

Challenge to Citation Counts and Journal Impact Factors

Visit Faculty 1000, a new publication evaluation site from BioMed Central that selects, ranks, and comments on the most interesting papers published each month in biology. Early in arXive.org's career, Michael Peskin tried to interest particle physicists in establishing a no-cost review archive. In 2002, Faculty 1000 will be subscription-based.

Community Healing Forum

Saturday, December 1, 2001, 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon.
Le Petit Trianon Theatre, 72 N. 5th St. (off East Santa Clara St.), San Jose

At this forum the San Jose Center for Poetry and Literature presents John Fox (not to be confused with John D. Fox-- a SLAC physicist), who is a certified poetry therapist, teacher, and author of Poetic Medicine, The Healing Art of Poem-Making. He will be facilitating a one hour workshop. If you can't attend and wish to explore healing further, visit the Community Building Website, which compiles descriptions and links to innovative art and healing related projects that promote community and interconnectedness.

The Reflex Tester

Prepare to be frustrated and obsessed as you test how fast you can click your mouse after the background color of this page changes. Best reported time to date is .261 seconds.
FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. You can get to the current ads from the Announcements section on the SLAC Home Page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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QuickNews Available via Email

If you wish to receive the email version of QuickNews in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body.

subscribe quicknews-l

Search QuickNews

Search for topics that have appeared in previous editions of QuickNews:
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